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Portable devices laptops and notebooks are the fastest growing form factor, totaling 32 percent of unit demand
in compared to just 10 percent in , and are expected to exceed desktops Figure 4 [9]. The best price became
less important than the personalized service, as HP and Apple began to realize. Its factories in north Austin
and Nashville are the only major computer-assembly plant still located in the United States. In addition the
core personal computing industry includes not only traditional desktop and laptop PCs and PC servers but also
smart handheld devices such as personal digital assistants PDAs and smart phones which will augment PCs as
Internet access devices in the next decade. In and , the company partnered with Gome, China's largest
consumer electronics retailer, DSG International, one of Europe's major consumer electronics retailers, and
Tesco, an international retailer with operations in Europe and Asia which will allow Dell to sell its products to
millions of in-store computer buyers [12]. It's Dell's version of Apple's Air. However, by early Dell had
disbanded its Linux business unit. In the mids, Dell expanded beyond desktop computers and laptops by
selling servers, starting with low-end servers. It was only a year later that there came a change, from an
inside-out model to a more outside-in business model. And the new products being unveiled are nothing like
the boxy utilitarian computers you may be used to seeing from Dell DELL , Fortune  This in turn will force a
deeper price war and further consolidation in the marketplace. This local complexity makes it difficult for
branded PC makers to become global market makers. Walker retired in due to health, and Michael Dell hired
Morton Meyerson, former CEO and president of Electronic Data Systems to transform the company from a
fast-growing medium-sized firm into a billion-dollar enterprise. When we are writing case study solution we
often have details on our screen as well as in our head. As a result there still always will be a main concern
with cost reduction and business processes improvement in PC market. Once done it is time to hit the attach
button. Dell grew the fastest in the early s. Dell's own mobility division has not managed success with
developing smartphones or tablets, whether running Windows or Google Android. There's the economy, of
course, but investors are also still wondering about the company's turnaround efforts. The main reasons are
continued price downturn and performance gains in key components as a result expanding demand for PCs.
InfoWorld suggested that Dell and other OEMs saw tablets as a short-term, low-investment opportunity
running Google Android , an approach that neglected user interface and failed to gain long term market
traction with consumers. But nowadays Dell and other U. Fully leverage enthusiasm for Microsoft Windows
7. The Miami, Florida , facility of its Alienware subsidiary remains in operation, while Dell continues to
produce its servers its most profitable products in Austin, Texas. My case study strategy involves - Marking
out the protagonist and key players in the case study from the very start. And if Dell can translate its new
emphasis on design to a phone, it could really pick up some buzz. Increasing focus on technology, speedy
delivery and lowest prices to become market leader. In , Michael Dell brought in Lee Walker, a year-old
venture capitalist, as president and chief operating officer, to serve as Dell's mentor and implement Dell's ideas
for growing the company. About Us 9. Dell's first logo from to Dell's former logo, used from to Dell's logo
before the acquisition of EMC, used from to Dell traces its origins to , when Michael Dell created Dell
Computer Corporation, which at the time did business as PC's Limited, [12] [13] while a student of the
University of Texas at Austin. As the computer market matured, relational value became more important,
particularly as Dell customers could face overseas call center support and an Internet ordering system that left
them uncertain of what they'd purchased. In order to be able to return its market share and high rates of growth
Dell has to reshape its strategy and reevaluate its goals according to the new trends in IT market. In early ,
Dell created an internal sales and marketing group dedicated to serving the home market and introduced a
product line designed especially for individual users. What new customer channels did Dell try after , and with
what success? Continue maximizing overseas manufacturing and shipping efficiencies.


